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JOB INTERVIEWS: OUR TIPS AND ADVICE
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Things to Keep in Mind for Your Next Online
Interview
BY PARUL SHARMA - SENIOR PUBLICATIONS DIRECTOR

Whilst many companies slowly make the transition to inperson operations, much of the hiring process is still
taking place virtually. This is particularly true for some
vacationer and graduate programs currently. So, here
are some tips to remember for an online interview.
These are helpful in a live video call setting, or, for a
recorded digital interview.
Lighting Matters!
Prior to your interview ensure that your environment is well-lit. You want to know
that your interviewers can see your face clearly. You should also think about what
will be in the background of your video call, it should be simple and neat. The way
you present yourself in an interview is critical, and in an online world, this means
more than the way you are dressed. On that note, do make sure you are dressed
professionally!
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What to Consider When Your Next job
Interview Comes Around
BY KALARNI ORR - SPONSORSHIP DIRECTOR

Build Rapport
One downside of the virtual interview format is that
they often lack the human element to the interview
process that in-person interviews offer. Therefore, it is
important that when making a good first impression,
you focus on building rapport first and foremost.
Examples include using the person's name, making
eye contact, and finding common ground.
Questions to Expect
Most interviews will start with the familiar prompt ‘tell me about yourself’. To prepare
for these types of questions, my advice would be to craft your personal story, by
aligning your experiences with the attributes of the company. Further, questions on
your individual career objectives and aspirations are increasingly popular in an initial
job interview. The best approach to conveying to the interviewer you have thought
about your career trajectory is to give examples of how you have been proactive in
taking actionable steps towards your ambitions. This question is a great opportunity
to delve into your extra-curricular involvement, and internships/work experience.
Prepare a Question to ask your Employer
Not only is an interview about determining if you are a suitable candidate for the role,
but likewise if the company is a suitable match to your unique skill set. If appropriate
and given the opportunity, ask the employer a prepared question to gain better
insights into the role. An example, ‘what are the opportunities for growth within this
role?' and 'What types of training and professional development programs are
offered to employees?'. This double-barreled question demonstrates to the employer
that you are both career-orientated and looking to develop within the organisation.
Some Insightful Recruiter Feedback to Take Onboard
After attending this week's sponsored WEB event - ‘Discover your Career Path with
Deloitte’ - Graduate Talent Recruiter, Samara Dunn offered some parting advice to
the attendees. An interesting point Samara raised regarding virtual interviews, was
that recruiters are extremely aware when interviewees are reading prepared notes
on a visual. Instead, Samara reminded students that authenticity is extremely
favourable in the recruiting process.
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